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Citation analysis does not tell the whole story about the innovativeness of scientific papers.
Works by prominent authors tend to receive disproportionately many citations, while publications by less well-known researchers covering the same topics may not attract as much attention.
In this paper we address the shortcomings of traditional scientometric approaches by proposing a
novel method that utilizes a classifier for predicting publication years based on latent topic
distributions. We then calculate real-number innovation scores used to identify potential
breakthrough papers and turnaround years. The proposed approach can complement existing
citation-based measures of article importance and author contribution analysis; it opens as well
novel research direction for time-based, innovation-centered research scientific output evaluation. In our experiments, we focus on two corpora of research papers published over several
decades at two well-established conferences: The World Wide Web Conference (WWW) and the
International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval
(SIGIR), containing around 3500 documents in total. We indicate significant years and demonstrate examples of highly-ranked papers, thus providing a novel insight on the evolution of the
two conferences. Finally, we compare our results to citation analysis and discuss how our approach may complement traditional scientometrics.

1. Introduction
Scientometrics – measuring science – in its current shape and form, dates back to the mid 20th century and, in particular, to works
such as “Citation Indexes for Science” by Eugene Garfield (Garfield, 1955), or “Little Science, Big Science” by Derek John de Solla
Price (Price, 1963). The main focus of scientometrics is on measuring the innovation and impact of scientific publications, their
authors and publication venues. The most important academic journal in the field is Scientometrics founded in 1978 by Tibor Braun.
Aside from providing better understanding of the evolution of particular study fields, the identification of innovative or potential
breakthrough publications also serves a practical purpose – it helps research funding bodies select the most promising projects to
invest in. Recent research in this area includes works such as: Schneider and Costas (2014, 2017), Ponomarev, Williams, Hackett,
Schnell, and Haak (2014), or Wolcott et al. (2016).
Traditionally, citation analysis has been used to identify pioneering scientific papers. This approach, however, suffers from
various biases. Works by well-known authors and/or ones published at well-established publication venues (similar to the rich-getricher effect) tend to receive more attention than others. Papers could then achieve increased visibility through early
citations (White, 2004). Widely cited papers also tend to attract even more citations, while some innovative ideas may be appearing
in papers well before their popularity time, hence, receiving little recognition.
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In this paper we demonstrate a simple, and yet novel, machine learning-based method of analyzing corpora of scholarly papers
published over a period of time. The aim is to find the answers to the following questions:

• Which are the most innovative papers, i.e. papers covering topics that would have been researched in the future?
• Which are the breakthrough years, i.e. years when trends that were later researched for several years were started?
• Can we offer a supplementary approach to traditional citation analysis for assessing the merit of publications?
As described in detail in Section 4, our approach is based on predicting publication years by means of a Support Vector Machine
classifier using LDA topics as features. The main idea behind it is that the more a paper’s topic distribution resembles that of papers
published in the future (and the less it resembles the past ones), the more innovative the paper is. Therefore, the novel innovation score we
propose is based on how much the predicted publication year is ahead of or behind the actual publication year, which reflects
whether the paper covers more topics researched by papers published in the past or more of its topics are covered by future papers.
We show the results of applying our method to the corpora of papers published until the year 2017 at two well-known and
influential conferences: The International World Wide Web Conference (WWW) and the International ACM SIGIR Conference on
Research and Development in Information Retrieval (SIGIR). Both conferences are top-tier venues in their respective fields – among
the top 4% according to the CORE conference ranking1.
The International World Wide Web Conference (WWW) was first held in May 1994 at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland by Robert
Cailliau – one of the founders of the World Wide Web. It was held once more in October 1994, twice in the spring and autumn of 1995
and once a year ever since by the International World Wide Web Conference Committee (IW3C2)2 founded by Robert Cailliau and
Joseph Hardin. The conference has served as an important publication venue influencing many researches that center around diverse
aspects of the Web.
The SIGIR conference has been held annually by the Association for Computing Machinery’s Special Interest Group on
Information Retrieval since 1978. It is considered the most important conference in the field of information retrieval. Research areas
covered by SIGIR include: document representation, content analysis, query analysis, content recommendation, social media analysis,
etc. In addition to the usual Best Paper awards, the Test of Time Award has been awarded since 2014 to papers published 10–12 years
before that have had “long-lasting influence, including impact on a subarea of information retrieval research, across subareas of
information retrieval research, and outside of the information retrieval research community”.3 Every three years, a researcher is also
awarded the Gerard Salton Award for “...significant, sustained and continuing contributions to research in information retrieval”.4
In this work we make the following contributions: We propose a novel method for analyzing the popularity of research topics over
time in fields of study, for which exists a significant body of work that spans multiple years. Based on this topic analysis, we predict
the publication years of research papers in the analyzed fields of study, and assign innovation scores measuring how far ahead of (or
behind) their time are the topics appearing in the paper in question. By aggregating the innovation scores for all papers published in
every year, we then calculate importance scores for each year and identify breakthrough years, in which topics popular in the future
were first researched. We also include lists of topics extracted from both analyzed corpora with data on their popularity over time,
and lists of papers identified as the most innovative.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we outline the shortcomings of citation analysis as the sole
measure of innovation. We also reference other research focusing on analyzing the evolution of a field of study. In Section 3 we
describe the datasets we have used in this work and their preprocessing. Section 4 covers the details of our approach to measuring
innovation. We explain the construction and evaluation of the topic model and how we use classifiers with latent topics as features to
predict publication years. We also define a simple measure of paper innovativeness, and how it can be adjusted to make papers
published in different years comparable. Finally, in Sections 5 and 6 we present the outcomes of applying our method to corpora of
research papers from two influential conferences, we discuss its strengths and weaknesses, and show how it can be used to complement citation analysis in identifying potential breakthrough papers. The last section concludes the paper.
2. Related work
The development of research areas and the evolution of topics in academic conferences and journals over time have been investigated by numerous researchers. For example, Meyer, Lorscheid, and Troitzsch (2009) study the Journal of Artificial Societies and
Social Simulation (JASSS) by means of citation and co-citation analysis. They identify the most influential works and authors and
show the multidisciplinary nature of the field. Saft and Nissen (2014) also analyze JASSS, but they use a text mining approach linking
documents into thematic clusters in a manner inspired by co-citation analysis. Like CCA, their method also allows for finding researcher networks – groups of authors working on similar topics. Wallace, Oji, and Anslow (2017) study trends in the ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). They took over 1200 papers published between the years 1990 and 2015,
and they analyzed data such as publication year, type of empirical research, type of empirical evaluations used, and the systems/
technologies involved. Pohl and Mottelson (2019) analyze trends in the writing style in papers from the ACM SIGCHI Conference on
1

http://portal.core.edu.au/conf-ranks/ .
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3
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Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) published over a 36-year period. They define measures such as readability, novelty or
name-dropping, study their changes over time and demonstrate how they correlate with citation count. These measures, however, are
defined using simple rules, based on word occurrences, e.g., a paper is marked as novel, if it contains words such as “novel” or “new”.
A different approach to identify novelty was proposed by Chan, Chang, Hope, Shahaf, and Kittur (2018). They developed a system
for finding analogies between research papers, based on the premise that “scientific discoveries are often driven by finding analogies
in distant domains”. One of the examples given is the simulated annealing optimization algorithm inspired by the annealing process
commonly used in metallurgy. Identifying interdisciplinary ideas as a driver for innovation was also studied by Thorleuchter and
Van den Poel (2016).
Several works have employed machine learning-based approaches to predict citation counts and the long-term scientific impact
(LTSI) of research papers, e.g., Yan, Tang, Liu, Shan, and Li (2011), Yan, Huang, Tang, Zhang, and Li (2012) or Singh et al. (2017).
Examples of topic-based approaches include Hall, Jurafsky, and Manning (2008). They trained an LDA model on the ACL Anthology, and showed trends over time like topics increasing and declining in popularity. Unlike our approach, they hand-picked
topics from the generated model and manually seeded 10 more topics to improve field coverage. More recently Chen, Tsutsui, Ding,
and Ma (2017) studied the evolution of topics in the field of information retrieval (IR). They trained a 5-topic LDA model on a corpus
of around 20,000 papers from Web of Science. Sun and Yin (2017) have used a 50-topic LDA model trained on a corpus of over 17,000
abstracts of research papers on transportation published over a 25-year period to identify research trends by studying the variation of
topic distributions over time. Another interesting example is the paper by Hu et al. (2019) where Google’s Word2Vec model is used to
enhance topic keywords with more complete semantic information, and topic evolution is analyzed using spatial correlation measures
in a semantic space modeled as an urban geographic space.
Färber and Jatowt (2019) study emerging trends using the Mann-Kendall test and a linear regression model trained on 76M noun
phrases extracted from 90,000 computer science papers from arXiv.org. Jiang, Prasad, Kan, and Sugiyama (2018) propose a novel
embedded trend detection framework where key phrase and authors are extracted into a multigraph, phrase vectors are constructed
based on individual word embeddings, clustered using the k-means algorithm and fed into a recurrent neural network (RNN) to infer
trending topics. Sohrabi and Khalilijafarabad (2018) build a similarity graph of document bag-of-words vectors with TF-IDF
weighting and identify scientific sub-disciplines by solving the community detection or graph partitioning problem. They utilize the
resulting structure to identify trends by calculating the Jaccard similarity index between communities. Their method is able to detect
thread birth, growth, decline, merging, splitting and death.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior works have employed a classifier-based approach similar to ours. We are also not aware of
any analytical research on the evolution of topics of the WWW conference. The first 25 years of the SIGIR conference were studied in
2002 by Smeaton, Keogh, Gurrin, McDonald, and Sødring (2002). They performed hierarchical clustering on the set of papers into 29
clusters they then labeled with descriptions of the common topics in the majority of papers in each cluster. The authors then analyzed
how the topics gained and lost popularity over the first 25 years of SIGIR. They also identified the 5 most central authors, i.e. those
with shortest average path length to all other authors in the co-authorship graph. We note that all of those authors (Chris Buckley,
Gerard Salton, James Allan, Clement Yu and Amit Singhal) were found by our method to have co-authored some of the most
innovative papers in 1985, 1991, 1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998.
One of our main motivations is providing a method complementing citation analysis in identifying pioneering papers. Problems
with citation analysis include:

• Citing prominent publications, following the crowd (White, 2004).
• Matthew Effect – term inspired by the biblical Gospel of Matthew; according to Merton (1968), who first described this phe•
•
•
•
•

nomenon in 1968, publications by more eminent researchers will receive disproportionately more recognition than similar works
by less-well known authors.
Increased visibility through early citations: Singh et al. (2017) have shown that papers cited within two years of publication tend
to attract more citations. They have observed, however, that early citations by influential authors negatively impact the cited
paper’s long term scientific impact by way of attention stealing where the subsequently published citing paper authored by the
more influential and well-known researcher collects further citations instead of the original work.
Google Scholar Effect: Serenko and Dumay (2015) observed that old citation classics keep getting cited because they appear
among the top results in Google Scholar, and are automatically assumed as credible. Some authors also assume that reviewers
expect to see those classics referenced in the submitted paper regardless of their relevance to the work being submitted.
Self-citations: Increased citation count does not reflect the work’s impact on the field of study.
Ignoring the purpose of citations (support vs criticism).
Erroneous citations.

In our previous work, which appeared as a poster at the WWW 2017 conference (Savov, Jatowt, & Nielek, 2017), we have
introduced the preliminary idea behind the method covered in the current paper. It used a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model
(Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to predict publication years based on the latent topic
distribution. We then used prediction errors to measure how innovative papers are and calculated year importance scores based on
the mean prediction error for papers published in each year. The idea behind that approach was that the more papers published in
year y were predicted as published in the future, especially in the distant future, the higher y’s score is, and thus, the more we
consider y to be important. We used that method to analyze over 3000 papers published in the proceedings of the WWW conference
between the years 1986 and 2016 and show some research trends spanning several years. In this paper we take a similar approach but
3
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focus on measuring the innovativeness of individual publications and propose a real-number innovation score based on the classifier’s
prediction. We also use our method to analyze corpora of papers from two well-established conferences with long histories: World
Wide Web and SIGIR.
Research on document dating (timestamping) is related to our work, too. Typical approaches to document dating are based on
changes in word usage and on language change over time, and they use features derived from temporal language models (De Jong,
Rode, & Hiemstra, 2005; Kanhabua & Nørvåg, 2008; 2009), diachronic word frequencies (Ciobanu, Dinu, Dinu, Niculae, & Şulea,
2013; Salaberri, Salaberri, Arregi, & Zapirain, 2015), or occurrences of named entities. Examples of research articles based on
heuristic methods include: Garcia-Fernandez, Ligozat, Dinarelli, and Bernhard (2011), Kotsakos et al. (2014) or Kumar, Lease, and
Baldridge (2011). Jatowt and Campos (2017) have implemented the visual and interactive system based on n-gram frequency
analysis. In our work we rely on predicting publication dates to determine paper innovativeness. Classifiers trained on topic vectors
are a variation of temporal language models and reflect vocabulary change over time. Aside from providing means for timestamping,
they also allow for studying how new ideas emerge, gain and lose popularity.
Another field of research related to ours is paper recommendation. Recently Beel, Gipp, Langer, and Breitinger (2016) conducted
a comprehensive literature review on the subject of research paper recommender systems. Examples of different approaches to paper
recommendation include Zhao, Wu, and Liu (2016) or Raamkumar, Foo, and Pang (2017). The innovation score we propose in this
work may be used alongside citation counts to refine the results returned by existing paper recommender systems.
Finally, worth mentioning is research on keyword extraction. Latard, Weber, Forestier, and Hassenforder (2017) have constructed
topics from semantic clusters of extracted keywords, which they used to categorize scientific articles. These topics may be used as an
alternative to LDA. However, we chose LDA since its topics are more general than topics defined by semantically clustered keywords.
This also makes it better suited for analyzing the evolution of ideas, as keywords may have different meanings in different contexts
and conversely, different keywords may describe the same concept.
3. Datasets
Both datasets for the two conferences that we study contain full papers, short papers and poster abstracts published until the year
2017. The WWW corpus contains in total 3056 papers published between the years 1994 and 2017. Papers from the 3rd International
World Wide Web Conference held in April 1995 in Darmstadt, Germany are missing from the corpus due to unavailability of the
proceedings. The SIGIR corpus contains 3434 papers published between the years 1978 and 2017.
Most papers from both the conferences were published as PDF documents. They have been converted to plain text using the
pdftotext tool.5 Older, pre-2000 texts may contain more errors than newer ones due to OCR inaccuracy. We note that proceedings
from the World Wide Web Conference until the year 2000 were published as HTML pages.
The following preprocessing steps have been performed on all papers prior to training the LDA models and classifiers:

• Convert to lower case
• Remove punctuation and numbers, including ones spelled out, e.g. “one”, “two”, “first” etc.
• Remove stopwords using the standard English stopword set in NLTK.
• Detect Part-of-Speech tags using the Penn Treebank POS tagger implemented in NLTK and lemmatize using the WordNet
Lemmatizer in NLTK(Bird, Klein, Loper, 2009).

WordNet Lemmatizer is a lemmatizer based on WordNet – a lexical database of English (Miller, 1995). It maps different inflected
forms of a word to its lemma or base form taking into account its POS tag, e.g. (“is”, V), (“are”, V), (“was”, V) → (“be”, V).
The POS tags were only used by the lemmatizer and were discarded afterwards.
4. Methodology
The following section contains the detailed description of our approach. In Section 4.1 we describe the training of our topic model
and how we chose the best model for our use case. We also explain why we chose LDA over other topic modeling algorithms. In
Section 4.2 we provide an overview of the topic quality measure we have used for model selection - CV Coherence and the rationale
behind its use. Section 4.3 covers the training of a machine learning model for predicting publication years. Finally, in Sections 4.4
and 4.5 we define measures of paper innovativeness and year importance.
4.1. Topic model
Using a topic model lets us achieve two goals: A vast dimensionality reduction of the publication year prediction problem, and –
more importantly – a means of understanding how research areas evolve over time.
Dynamic Topic Models (Blei & Lafferty, 2006b) are often used to model topics evolving over time. However, one of DTM’s main
assumptions is the fixed number of topics present in all time periods. Large changes in topics from year to year are penalized. Because
we need the ability to model topics which may appear and disappear over time, we chose to use Latent Dirichlet Allocation
5
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(Blei et al., 2003) instead. LDA is the suitable topic model for our use case as it makes no assumptions about time. DTM was also
considered but ultimately rejected by Hall et al. (2008).
Selecting the number of topics k in an LDA model is a decision that needs to be made upfront, and there exists no universally
agreed formula. Hagen (2018) suggests a two-step approach: Pre-selecting a small number of models from a wider range of values of k
based on perplexity and having each of them evaluated by experts. Manual evaluation is labor-intensive, we have therefore decided to
use CV topic coherence – a measure introduced by Röder, Both, and Hinneburg (2015) as the best approximation of human topic
interpretability. To select the optimal topic model, we have trained k-topic LDA models for each k between 10 and 70. We then chose
the model with the highest mean value of topic coherence CV – 43 topics. Because topic quality is more important than outright
prediction accuracy for the purpose of understanding the evolution of the conferences, we chose the best topic models by maximizing
CV coherence rather than by minimizing prediction error or model perplexity. According to Chang, Gerrish, Wang, Boyd-graber, and
Blei (2009) model selection based on topic coherence produces models more understandable to humans than traditional likelihoodbased approaches. In fact they have shown predictive likelihood to be negatively correlated to topic understandability and thus realworld usability. A similar coherence-based approach to topic number selection was taken by Chen et al. (2017).
In order to measure how much the choice of the number of topics will affect the prediction of publication years and consequently
the paper innovation scores defined later in Section 4.4 (Eq. (2)), we have calculated scores for all papers in our corpora using each ktopic LDA model for all k between 10 and 70. We then calculated Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between paper scores for
each pair of LDA models. For the WWW corpus the mean correlation coefficient was 0.75 with a standard deviation of 0.04. For the
SIGIR corpus the mean correlation coefficient was 0.65 and the standard deviation: 0.05. The scores calculated using each LDA model
are, therefore, strongly correlated, which supports our reasoning that choosing the right LDA model is more important for understanding the outcome than for predicting publication years and paper innovation scores.
4.2. CVtopic coherence
CV Coherence has been described in detail by Röder et al. (2015). It is based on the boolean sliding window approach and normalized
pointwise mutual information (NPMI), and it uses the inverse cosine confirmation measure.
Its calculation starts with constructing context vectors vi for each word wi in the top n words of each topic. The j-th element of
vector vi is given by the equation:
P (wi, wj ) +

vij = NPMI (wi, wj ) =

log P (w )·P (w )
i

j

log (P (wi, wj ) + )

where P(w) and P(wi, wj) are the observed probabilities of word w’s occurrence and of words’ wi and wj co-occurrence in a virtual
document, respectively. Each of these virtual documents is defined by a step of the sliding window moving through all documents in
the corpus one token at a time. Intuitively speaking, the sliding window captures proximity between top topic-defining words – how
often and how close to each other they co-occur in the corpus. ϵ is an arbitrarily chosen small constant added to the term P(wi, wj) to
avoid the logarithm of zero in case wi and wj do not co-occur within the sliding window anywhere in the corpus.
The sliding window size and n – the number of top topic words are parameters of the algorithm. We chose the values 110 and 10,
respectively. As shown by Röder et al. (2015), the correlation to human ratings is the highest for these values.
The next step is the calculation of cosine similarity for each pair of context vectors ( u , v ) :

scos (u , v ) =

W
i=1

u

ui· vi

2 ·|

v |2

The main advantage of the indirect cosine confirmation measure is its ability to capture semantic similarity between words that
do not necessarily co-occur often but make sense in the same context, e.g. synonyms (Fig. 2).
Finally CV Coherence is calculated as the arithmetic mean of all cosine similarities of words belonging to the given topic:

CV = µ ({scos (u , w ) u , w

W })

4.3. Predicting publication years
To predict publication years we used multiclass linear SVC classifiers from the scikit-learn Python machine learning library
(Pedregosa et al., 2011) where each class corresponds to a year from 1978 to 2017 (SIGIR) or from 1994 to 2017 (WWW). Multiclass
functionality is achieved by training n (n 1)/2 one-vs-one classifiers where n is the number of classes. Topic probability distributions
were used as feature vectors representing the papers. The maximum number of iterations was set to −1 (unlimited) and the class
weight was set to “balanced”, since the number of samples in each class (i.e. papers published in each year) varies widely, as shown in
Fig. 1. Due to the relatively small sizes of the corpora, instead of dividing the corpora into training and test sets, each paper was
scored by a separate classifier trained on all remaining papers.
Fig. 6 shows the resulting confusion matrices for SIGIR and WWW, respectively as heat maps where darker shades of red represent
greater numbers, paler shades of yellow represent smaller numbers and white denotes zero.
5
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Fig. 1. Number of papers per year.

Fig. 2. CV topic coherence by number of topics.

4.4. Breakthrough papers
We consider a paper to be innovative, if it covers topics that will be popular in the future, counting from the publication date of
the paper, especially, in the distant future, but which have not been popular in the past, especially in the distant past.
Let us define the innovation score of paper p as:

SP (p) =

y

conf (p, y )·(y
y

conf (p , y )

Yp)

=

conf (p , y )·(y

Yp)

(1)

y

where Yp is the year paper p was published and conf(p, y) is the classifier confidence for paper p and year y expressed as class
membership probability calculated using the multiclass extension of Platt scaling proposed by Wu, Lin, and Weng (2004), i.e. the
estimated likelihood that paper p was published in year y. The sum of all conf(p, y) for a given p is, therefore, equal to 1 and we may
omit the denominator.
Platt scaling (Platt et al., 1999) is a logistic transformation of SVM scores whose purpose is to make the classifier scores
6
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Fig. 3. Prediction error distributions.

interpretable as class membership probabilities. For a binary classification problem where inputs x are labeled 1 and -1 it is defined
by the equation

P (y = 1 x ) =

1
1 + exp (Af (x ) + B )

where y is the predicted label, f(x) is the SVM output, and A and B are parameters learned by the algorithm.
The innovation score in Eq. (1) is, thus, defined as the weighted mean classification error where classifier confidences are the
weights and their sum is 1. A positive value of SP(p) means paper p covers more topics covered by papers published in the future than
in the past and negative values mean the opposite – that paper p covers more topics popular in the past. It should be noted, however,
that only the innovation scores of papers published in the same year may be compared directly, since the classifier’s error is more
likely to be positive for papers published in earlier years and negative for papers published in later years. Later in this section we will
show how they can be adjusted to account for this.
Fig. 3 shows the distributions of publication year prediction errors for SIGIR and WWW. Based on these distributions, let us define
{Yb Y , …, Ye Y } with a
the prediction error for papers published in year Y as a discrete random variable ErrY : {Yb, …, Ye}
probability density function defined as:

{p
Ye Y
n = Yb Y

Pr (ErrY = n) =

P|Yp
{p

Yp = n}
P|Yp

0

Yp = n}

if Yb

Y

n

if n < Yb

Ye

Y

Y or n > Ye

Y

where Yb and Ye are the first and last years of the conference, respectively, Yp and Y¯p are the actual and predicted publication years of
paper p, respectively, and P is the set of all papers from the conference.
Its expected value is then:
Ye Y

E (ErrY ) =

n·Pr (ErrY = n)
n = Yb Y

Note that for papers published in year Y the minimum prediction error is Yb Y , and the maximum prediction error is Ye Y . We,
therefore, truncate the distribution in Fig. 3 to {Yb Y , …, Ye Y } for each year Y.
For example, let us consider papers from the WWW Conference published in the year 2000. The minimum prediction error is
Yb Y = 1994 2000 = 6 and the maximum prediction error is Ye Y = 2017 2000 = 17. To calculate the probability density
function of Err2000, we truncate the distribution in Fig. 3 to { 6, …, 17} and define Pr (Err2000 = n) for each n between −6 and 17 as the
number of papers in the WWW corpus for which the prediction error is equal to n divided by the number of papers for which the
110
98
prediction error is between −6 and 17. Pr (Err2000 = 6) is then equal to 2670 , Pr (Err2000 = 6) = 2670 , etc. The expected value of
Err2000 is:
7
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E (Err2000 ) =

n·Pr (Err2000 = n) =
n= 6

6·

98
2670

5·

110
2
+ …+17·
2670
2670

1.073

Let us now define the innovation score of paper p adjusted for its publication year as:

SP (p) = SP (p)

E (ErrYp)

(2)

SP (p) allows us to compare innovation scores of papers published in different years. Its value is zero for papers whose predicted
publication year is equal to the expected publication year, positive if it is later than expected and negative if it is earlier than
expected.
4.5. Breakthrough years
We consider a year important, if many highly innovative papers were published in that year. Based on the definition of the
adjusted paper innovation score – SP (Eq. (2)) we define the innovation score of year y as the mean innovation score of all papers
published in y:

SY (y ) = µ{SP (p) | p

Py }

=

p Py

SP (p)
(3)

|Py |

where Yp is the publication year of paper p and Py is the set of all papers published in year y, i.e. {p|Yp = y } .
As illustrated in Fig. 7, despite adjusting the paper scores for their publication years, the mean paper scores per year are in a
decreasing trend. This can be explained by the fact that as the year increases, the maximum and minimum prediction errors decrease.
We therefore consider important years as the local maxima of SY.
5. Results
5.1. Topics
Appendix A shows the latent topics found for both WWW and SIGIR corpora. The “Most relevant terms” column lists words having
the highest relevance for each topic calculated using the following formula as implemented by the topic model visualization tool
pyLDAvis6:

R (w|t ) = ·P (w|t ) + (1

)

P (w|t )
P (w )

where P(w|t) is the probability of word w given topic t and P(w) is the observed probability of w’s occurrence in the entire corpus. The
second term of this equation is the so-called lift – a measure of how common words are in a given topic relative to their overall
frequency. Its value is high for words that are highly probable in topic t, but rare in general. λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter determining the
weight of the words’ topic-specific probability vs. their lift in calculating their relevance to each topic. This is a variant of the word
relevance measure proposed by Sievert and Shirley (2014). The idea behind this approach is that simply listing the most common
terms in each topic may not give a good enough idea to understand what those topics are really about, since the most frequent words
overall will also most likely be among the most frequent words in each topic. Some of the most common words in many of the topics
found for our corpora are query, document, user and page. For example, the word clouds for topics 14, 19, 34 and 40 look similar
(Fig. 4) but as it can be seen in Appendix A, those topics are quite different.
Sievert and Shirley conducted a user study to find the best value of λ. For most topics they found the optimal value to be around
0.6. We used this as the default value and adjusted it upwards as necessary to avoid emphasizing rare “noise” words introduced by
OCR errors etc.
The popularity of each topic over time is illustrated in Fig. 5. The color of the cell in row t and column y represents the percentage
of papers published in year y in which topic t occurs. Dark red means 100% and white means 0%.
5.2. Predicting publication years
The mean classification error achieved by our classifier on the WWW corpus was 3.9414 and on the SIGIR corpus: 7.8474. The
confusion matrices are shown in Fig. 6.
After calculating paper innovation scores for all papers as described in Section 4.4 and all years as per Section 4.5, we have
identified the following years as the most innovative:
SIGIR: 1983, 1989, 1994, 2001 and 2017.
WWW: 1997, 2000, 2002, 2011.
6

https://github.com/bmabey/pyLDAvis.
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Fig. 4. Word clouds showing the most frequent words in four different topics. Clockwise from top-left: #14, #19, #34 and #40. After ranking topic
terms by relevance with = 0.6, we identified the topics as: “Query Expansion/Reformulation/Intent Prediction”, “Speech Retrieval/Voice
Queries”, “Eye Tracking” and “Medical Search Engines”.

Fig. 5. Topic popularity over time – WWW on the left, SIGIR on the right. Examples of topics gaining popularity in recent years are: #8 (Translation/
Sentiment Analysis/Opinion Mining) and #27 (Recommender Systems). An example of a topic losing popularity is #25 (Web Applications). (For
interpretation of the references to color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5.3. Breakthrough papers
Appendix B and Appendix C list the top 10 papers for WWW and SIGIR respectively with the highest innovation scores computed
as per Section 4.4. The Topics column lists topics found in each paper sorted by probability in decreasing order. The number of
citations according to Google Scholar as of July 2018 is listed in the Citations column.
Papers from the SIGIR conference authored or co-authored by 3 out of 12 honorees of the Gerard Salton Award (see Section 1)
have been found by our method to be among the top 3 papers with the highest innovation scores in their years:

• Nicholas J. Belkin: 1988, 2003
• Susan Dumais: 1992
• Gerard Salton: 1995
9
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Fig. 6. Confusion matrices as heatmaps – WWW on the left, SIGIR on the right. Actual publication years are in rows and predicted publication years
are in columns. Brighter shades of red represent larger numbers, paler shades of yellow represent smaller numbers. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Year importance scores.

The authors who have published the most top-3 papers are:
WWW.

• Xing Xie (2005, 2015, 2016, 2017)
• Rakesh Agrawal (2001, 2002, 2003)
• Ramakrishnan Srikant (2001, 2002, 2003)
• Fuzheng Zhang (2015, 2016, 2017)
• Qing Li (2005, 2007, 2008)
SIGIR.

• Jun Wang (2006, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017)
10
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Fig. 8. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between paper innovation scores and citation counts for each year. Correlation is the correlation
coefficient, or Spearman’s ρ. P-value is the probability that a random dataset has a greater or equal correlation coefficient.

• Yi Zhang (2010, 2011, 2013, 2014)
• David A. Hull (1993, 1995, 1996)
• Hao Ma (2007, 2009, 2013)
• Neal Lathia (2009 – 2 papers, 2010)
• Chris Buckley (1995, 1997)
• Clement T. Yu (1985, 1991)
• James Allan (1995, 1996)
• Jan Pedersen (1995, 1996)
• Vijay V. Raghavan (1979, 1982)
5.4. Comparison with citation analysis
We have compared the results of our method with citation analysis by calculating Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
between paper innovation scores SP (Eq. (1)) and citation counts for papers published in each year separately (Fig. 8) as well as on the
entire span of years. The citation counts were obtained from ACM’s Digital Library.7 Data for the WWW conference prior to 2001 are
unavailable.
In the calculations we have used log (citation count + 1) rather than raw citation counts, based on Price’s Cumulative Advantage
principle. As shown by Price (1976), the number of citations is expected to grow exponentially. The value of this expression is always
non-negative and it is zero when citation count is zero. This also somewhat solves the problem of recent papers having disproportionately few citations compared to older ones. We have found the innovation scores and citation counts to be moderately
correlated for earlier years and weakly correlated for later years. A possible explanation of this phenomenon would be the fact that
more recent papers, even the “innovative” ones, have not yet accumulated enough citations. The results for SIGIR before 1995 are
inconclusive for two reasons: Few papers and low quality data due to many OCR errors.
The overall correlation coefficients are: 0.2944 (p-value: 6.46·10 52 ) for WWW and 0.2416 for SIGIR with a p-value of 1.1·10 46 .
These correlation values do not indicate a strong linear relationship between innovation scores and citation counts, but as illustrated
by the scatter plots in Fig. 9, papers with many citations tend to also have high SP scores. The inverse statement does not hold, i.e. a
high SP score does not necessarily equate to a high number of citations. This is partly caused by the fact that recent papers in general
have fewer citations than older ones, but it also indicates that a paper’s citation count does not always reflect its innovativeness. Some
truly innovative papers may have been relatively unnoticed. Our method may be used to support identifying such potential “hidden
gems”.
5.5. Some examples
One of the most noteworthy examples is a paper published at the WWW Conference in 2001: Item-Based Collaborative Filtering
Recommendation Algorithms by B. Sarwar, G. Karypis, J. Konstan and J. Riedl. With a SP score of 10.82 it is the fifth highest-ranked
WWW paper. Among those papers for which citation data are available in ACM DL, it is the highest ranked and the most cited with
1507 citations.
7

http://dl.acm.org/ .
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Fig. 9. Scatter plots of Innovation Scores (SP) vs. citation counts. High citation counts usually imply high SP values but not vice versa.

Another example is the third highest ranked SIGIR paper in 1994: A Sequential Algorithm for Training Text Classifiers by D. D. Lewis
and W. A. Gale. It is also highly cited with 437 citations.
Examples of highly-scored papers with few citations include:

• M. Dumas, L. Aldred, G. Governatori, A. ter Hofstede, N. Russell, A Probabilistic Approach to Automated Bidding in Alternative
•
•
•

Auctions – WWW, 2002 This paper researches topic #6 – Online Auctions – whose popularity peaks in 2014. It is also one of the
first papers to combine topics #6 and #16: Online Auctions and Algorithms
G. Hulten, J. Goodman, R. Rounthwaite, Filtering Spam E-mail on a Global Scale – WWW, 2004 One of the first papers to combine
topics #1, #9 and #32: E-mail, E-commerce, Geo/Location
K. Yamamoto, D. Katagami, K. Nitta, A. Aiba, H. Kuwata, The Credibility of the Posted Information in a Recommendation System Based
on a Map – WWW, 2006 This paper researches topic #27 – Recommender Systems, which has been highly popular in the last
decade. It is also the first to combine topics #27, #30 and #39: Recommender Systems, Credibility and Signal Processing
L. C. Smith, ‘Memex’ as an image of potentiality in information retrieval research and development – SIGIR, 1980 This paper is one of
the first occurrences of topic #21 – Citation Networks – researched for many years until 2017. It also one of the first co-occurrences of topics #3 and #21 – Document Retrieval and Citation Networks

6. Discussion
As shown above, the main strength of our method is its ability to automate the analysis of large corpora, while avoiding some of
the problems of traditional scientometric approaches. It also provides interesting insights into fields of research such as topic popularity or co-occurrence. It is important to note, however, that our approach cannot measure publication importance or impact in
their traditional understanding as it focuses on paper innovativeness. The former can be measured by citation analysis, which has its
own shortcomings as outlined in Section 2.
The main limitations of our method are the need for a relatively large corpus spanning many years or even decades, and sensitivity to input data quality. This is especially challenging, since a significant portion of older documents digitized using OCR contain
many misrecognized characters. This may lead to poor quality topic models if not corrected either automatically or manually.
The results for papers published in recent years may not be particularly conclusive and informative due to the lack of future data.
Only time will tell whether or not the topics covered in those papers will become popular. However, the same may be said about
citation analysis. Important publications may only be identified retrospectively. It may also be argued that our method could potentially be used for early identification of scientific breakthroughs, as the innovation score proposed in this paper penalizes papers
covering topics researched in the past and rewards new topics.
An argument may be made that our innovation score should only take into account prediction errors “into the future” and ignore
errors “into the past”. Just because a paper covers topics popular in the past does not mean it is not innovative, as long as it also
covers topics researched in the future. Also, papers rediscovering long forgotten topics may be viewed as more innovative than papers
repeating topics popular in recent years. We will explore this further in our future work.
7. Conclusion and future work
We have demonstrated a simple, yet novel classification-based method of measuring innovation, which may be used to complement citation analysis in identifying potential breakthrough publications in bodies of research spanning multiple years. We
proposed a real-number measure of innovativeness based on the prediction error of the publication year and the classifier’s
12
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confidence. We also showed how to adjust this measure to allow for comparing scores of papers published in different years. Finally,
we applied our method to all publications from the World Wide Web and SIGIR conferences and compared our results to citation
analysis.
The most important contribution and the main advantage of our method is its ability to fully automate the analysis of the corpus.
None of its steps – topic model training and selection, classifier training and score calculation – require expert knowledge or manual
intervention.
In the future we plan on experimenting with using selected keywords as features alongside LDA topics. The choice of keywords is
essential to avoid e.g. problems with named entities occurring rarely.
We will also consider Correlated Topic Models (Blei & Lafferty, 2006a), which replace the Dirichlet distribution in the generative
process with the logistic normal. This removes the topic independence assumption in LDA and models topic correlation with the
covariance matrix of the logistic normal distribution. Blei and Lafferty (2006a) evaluate CTM and compare them to LDA on a corpus
of over 16,000 articles published in Science between the years 1990 and 1999. They show that CTM gives a better fit to the data and
has greater interpretability. Using the common held-out log-likelihood maximization approach they have found the optimal number
of topics in each model for the Science corpus: 90 for CTM vs 30 for LDA. As they state, therefore, CTM supports more topics than LDA.
This means that our classification problem could have higher dimensionality, which makes overfitting more likely due to the relatively small sizes of our corpora.
Appendix A. LDA topics found in the WWW and SIGIR corpora
#
1

Description
Social Studies, Surveys

2

Games

3

Document Retrieval

4

Page Rank, Web Crawling

5

Knowledge Representation

6

Online Auctions

7

XML

8

Translation, Sentiment Analysis, Opinion
Mining

9

Crowdsourcing, E-commerce

10

Graphs

11

User Behavior Modeling

12
13

Document Storing, Indexing, Compression

14

Query Expansion, Reformulation, Intent
Prediction, Suggestion

15

Networking

16

Algorithms

17

Security

18

Most relevant terms
user email people information participant study student privacy group use social activity system research
survey community personal online data design message communication post find reply question experience
time work make
game player agent badge pda thin fat client contest wireless web pthinc student screen cheater advisee
reward incentive ower attrition redland pdas advisor rdp pc leaderboard device hire wifi
term document retrieval weight query boolean collection index probability frequency model vector
probabilistic thesaurus set value ir use concept function retrieve give information relevant fuzzy system
relevance number indexing formula
page link pagerank web crawl authority hub hit crawler surfer spam walk hyperlink graph random
importance download hubs freshness www distribution kleinberg trustrank host urls algorithm seed changes
core degree
rdf object data relational database triple xml knowledge relation structure semantic system query language
predicate attribute property sql frame element information model type example statement operator sparql
representation join tuple
auction bid bidder equilibrium revenue utility optimal mechanism price lemma agent payoff theorem
valuation allocation proof nash gsp vertical reserve value bidding welfare surplus player vcg winner budget
strategy bundle
attribute schema xml element apps type app field label xquery name entity schemas dbpedia instance
metadata xsl value xsd xpath expression wikidata xslt namespace inex dtds json class maturity fsdm
entity translation word review sentiment english wikipedia opinion name feature language corpus chinese
product mention use extraction sentence disambiguation phrase clir noun lexicon extract dictionary
candidate base translate bilingual monolingual
worker price customer market seller crowdsourcing transaction payment buyer reputation purchase trust sale
sell negotiation pricing commerce provider buy pay requester account job merchant marketplace scrip bonus
abandonment consumer demand
image graph edge vertex node hash algorithm label visual neighbor set subgraph distance walk similarity
path random subgraphs lsh matrix network space problem function sample data large degree vi method
user click model action aspect session time metric comment sequence behavior position risk state qt
transition interaction reward dwell dbn topic satisfaction attraction card perplexity probability propose video
post urisk
event blog temporal theme influence sprea ddiffusion cascade spatiotemporal network time blogger poi
sensor information social weblogs district video interestingness earthquake backlight life tribeflow evolution
owlr trajectory causality flow investor
index compression list block bit inverted invert compress posting query prune size time memory store
processing cost document sort efficiency encode use space term doc id disk integer docids intersection post
query suggestion log search predictor use intent result clarity term method keyword similarity reformulation
shard patent expansion reformulations retrieval score original qc prediction phrase feature q1 top frequency
list substitution
client resource proxy server packet tcp connection network http protocol request p2p header traffic transfer
bandwidth multicast ip content peer user web mobile port send payload use trace dns object
class algorithm problem set label instance solution distance function time rank aggregation method objective
data optimization give value constraint greedy use number xi define approach chemical category
diversification probability temporal
service web application security server request client policy qos code browser attack certificate use http
execution javascript script password protocol composition soap vulnerability provider program secure
process workflow invocation message
segment segmentation concept domain text oer dom label block target keyphrase vip form webpage key
hearsay keyphrases oers source use information gna fullmatch transfer apprentice knowledge domains
method web scl
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19

Speech Retrieval, Voice Queries

20
21

Citation Networks

22

Autocompletion

23

Pattern Matching, Automata

24

Clustering, Document Tagging

25

Web Applications, Hypertext

26

Relevance Feedback

27

Recommender Systems

28

Text Retrieval

29

Topic Models

30

Twitter, News, Credibility

31

Ontology, Semantics

32

Geo

33

Ads

34

Eye Tracking

35

Question Answering

36

Network Performance

37

Classification

38
39

Signal Processing

40

Medical Search Engines

41
42

Text Summarization

search subject user system interface query term task searcher information voice speech retrieval use display
dialogue study cognitive interactive transcript participant find feedback image asr relevant ask need result
questionnaire
hashtags hashtag tweet trend day coupon burst elg seasonal spike periodic period stream activity time query
hour bf peak energy msu periodicity guids push group competition klsh volume halo keyword
community citation spam network author cite modularity paper grader member citeseer student grade group
hole detection guild set conductance authorship membership mooc graph method ham kog dblp xql use
citesight
qac completion prefix suggestion keystroke mpc endorsement auto uiml cyworld detachment drinker child
aesthetic sparqs volvo autocompletion key mostpopularcompletion vci appliance messidor group character
xsquirrel endorse aspects tdcm mrr sogou beer
node tree message peer path match rule expression pattern root state child xpath leaf conversation automaton
operation structure set choreography subtree join branch parent variable constraint ancestor order figure
operator
cluster tag clustering similarity tags method photo algorithm use matrix label document flickr result data user
base centroid set measure tdt folksonomy number different feature agglomerative dataset hierarchy icio
mean
html file interface object support application link format provide presentation web tool document browser
hypertext server use www system information access program allow form java element user hypermedia
display create
rank document query relevance ndcg relevant use retrieval model score ranking expansion feedback term
learn method set performance result weight base baseline approach top train ranker function improvement
fusion metric
user item recommendation rating social model prediction recommender preference friend collaborative
network matrix latent recommend movie profile factor cf factorization base predict data influence filtering
product interest method dataset use
collection document trec topic judgment relevant system test assessor relevance measure run evaluation
judge precision pool assessment sample score average correlation use difference retrieval ap rank
effectiveness track set estimate
topic word model document term lda tf proximity dirichlet vector idf latent lsi parameter text mixture
propose language representation use bm25 distribution probability embeddings method wi corpus semantic
collection weight
tweet news article twitter story facet user faceted follower retweet topic system retweets credibility timeline
post shortlist retweeted headline information day book celebrity time silk list ir road sjasm digg
ontology owl semantic semantics concept dl axiom daml rdf rule logic rdfs description property assertion oil
reasoner subsumption kb sparql datalog role team ontological knowledge class expressive definition lite
interpretation
location website visit site attack malicious cooky user geographic attacker gps browser activity geographical
pin restaurant geo url cookie country city phishing content mobile google place tv honeypot popular domain
ad advertiser advertising ctr impression campaign click advertisement bid conversion sponsor advertise
landing revenue publisher target attack rider auctioneer page wc iolaus keyword pay brand cpc fulld banner
uber driver
search result engine click query user vertical snippet serp behavior eye study serps rank page position gaze
cursor task examine show navigational trail fixation time session information return examination interaction
answer question qac qa expertise asker passage candidate answerer nugget lstm vote expert thread post
factoid reply quality score yahoo forum definitional best correct use mrr system base faq sentence
cache server request load time workload latency policy access hit proxy client rate replication response
invalidation prefetching lru data update performance size system throughput disk delay distribute replica
bandwidth memory
classifier feature classification category svm training train learn music video class categorization accuracy
classify emotion label f1 set use data positive ensemble text kernel example performance unlabeled audio test
vector
page website anchor content url duplicate text data wrapper urls shingle crawl link extraction crawler extract
algorithm search information record html sit pattern fingerprint find result use tree show
model distribution smooth music parameter song prior passage language data likelihood retrieval mixture
estimate fit probability use signal performance posterior jelinek bayesian gaussian patent mercer lm rumor
variational generative method
task search session query user annotation feature trail web medical use log symptom page dwell data context
switch intent recipe searcher personalization predict usefulness study information click behavior result
history
document profile hierarchy term visualization pgp search panel cci ingrid search shrec elsi transaction xxx
searchpad iqe spl user row number sal arc fish vtml feedback trf cluster dissemination referent information
sentence summary summarization phrase signature document rouge text word paragraph use noun syntactic
duc article structure information method rhetorical relation summarizer extract contain system set unit
fragment figure lpi lexical
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43

Morphology, Stemming

word character dictionary stem stemmer index text gram morphological string sense letter ocr retrieval use
query number sens term collection match frequency inquery arabic compound occurrence suffix code
morphology selfie

Appendix B. Top 10 Papers - WWW
Year
1994
1995
1998
2001
1994
1998
1996
1994
1997
1995

Paper
Topics
Citations
N. Arnett, The Internet and the Anti-net. Two public internetworks are better than one
24, 11, 23, 9
S. Glassman, M. Manasse, M. Abadi, P. Gauthier, P. Sobalvarro, The Millicent Protocol for Inexpensive Electronic Commerce 1, 17, 38, 36, 25,
27
T. Fenech, Using perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness to predict acceptance of the World Wide Web
1, 12, 39, 2, 19
B. Sarwar, G. Karypis, J. Konstan, J. Riedl, Item-Based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithms
27, 13, 24, 36, 28, 1507
9
E. Fischer, Graffiti on the Web: A Cultural Interchange. A Lighthearted Romp with an Artist in Webland that Stops Being
2, 1, 25
Lighthearted at the End
M. Allen, Are we yet cyborgs? University students and the practical consequences of human-machine subjectivity
1, 21, 25
A. Richmond, Enticing Online Shoppers to Buy – A Human Behavior Study
6, 14, 23
116
P. Tsang, J. Henri, S. Tse, Internet Growth in Australia and Asia’s Four Dragons
12, 1, 25, 9, 15
H. Sakagami, T. Kamba, Learning Personal Preferences on Online Newspaper Articles from User Behaviors
30, 27, 19, 4, 34,
25
J. E. Pitkow, C. M. Kehoe, Results from the Third WWW User Survey
7, 6, 11

Appendix C. Top 10 Papers – SIGIR
Year
1983
1978
1986
1982
1990
1982
1979
1981
1985
1985

Paper
Topics
A. E. Wessel, Progress Report on Project Information Bridge
10, 3, 43, 19, 41
R. E. Williamson, Does Relevance Feedback Improve Document Retrieval Performance?
28, 26, 41, 3, 19, 10
C. Berrur, P. Palmer, Solving Grammatical Ambiguities within a Surface Syntactical Parser for Automatic Indexing
40, 42, 43, 8, 23, 21
A.S. Fraenkel, M. Mor, Y. Perl, Is Text Compression by Prefies and Suffixes Practical?
43, 13, 29, 10, 22, 6
E. A. Fox, Qi Fan Chen, A. M. Daoud, L. S. Heath, Order Preserving Minimal Perfect Hash Functions and Information
10, 36, 3, 13, 23, 5
Retrieval
V. V. Raghavan, M.Y.L. Ip, Techniques for Measuring the Stability of Clustering: A Comparative Study
24, 5, 10, 37, 28, 3
V. V Raghavan, K. Birchard, A Clustering Strategy Based on a Formalism of the Reproductive Process in Natural Systems 24, 5, 6, 3, 23
Y. Kambayashi, T. Hayashi, Sh. Yajima,Dynamic Clustering Procedures For Bibliographic Data
24, 21, 3, 14, 10, 5
M. D. Gordon, A Learning Algorithm Applied to Document Redescription
26, 3, 19, 5, 1
D. M. Arnow, A. M. Tenenbaum, C. Wu, P-Trees: Storage Efficient Multiway Trees
23, 11, 36, 13, 43, 10

Citations
1
4
3
0
3
4
20
0
2
1

Appendix D. Top 3 Papers for Selected Years – WWW
Year
1995

2000
2005
2010

2015

Top Papers
S. Glassman, M. Manasse, M. Abadi, P. Gauthier, P. Sobalvarro, The Millicent Protocol for Inexpensive Electronic
Commerce
J. E. Pitkow, C. M. Kehoe, Results from the Third WWW User Survey
M. Peirce, D. O’Mahony, Scaleable, Secure Cash Payment for WWW Resources with the PayMe Protocol Set
N. Abe, T. Kamba, A web marketing system with automatic pricing
C. Hölscher, G. Strube, Web Search Behavior of Internet Experts and Newbies
J. A. Tomlin, An Entropy Approach to Unintrusive Targeted Advertising on the Web
Q. Li, B. M. Kim, S. H. Myaeng, Clustering for Probabilistic Model Estimation for CF
X.-F. Su, H.-J. Zeng, Zh. Chen, Finding Group Shilling in Recommendation System
C.-N. Ziegler, S. M. McNee, J. A. Konstan, G. Lausen, Improving Recommendation Lists Through Topic Diversification
S. Rendle, C. Freudenthaler, L. Schmidt-Thieme, Factorizing Personalized Markov Chains for Next-Basket
Recommendation
Zh. Wen, Ch.-Y. Lin, How Accurately Can One’s Interests Be Inferred From Friends?
L. Backstrom, E. Sun, C. Marlow, Find Me If You Can: Improving Geographical Prediction with Social and Spatial Proximity
F. Zhang, K. Zheng, N. Jing Yuan, X. Xie, E. Chen, X. Zhou, A Novelty-Seeking based Dining Recommender System
J. Wang, D. Hardtke, User Latent Preference Model for Better Downside Management in Recommender Systems
I. Kloumann, L. Adamic, J. Kleinberg, Sh. Wu, The Lifecycles of Apps in a Social Ecosystem

Topics
1, 17, 38, 36, 25, 27

Citations

7, 6, 11
9, 17, 19
9, 6, 27, 8, 38, 10
1, 40, 19, 34, 38, 15
16, 11, 33, 3, 6, 1
27, 21
27, 17, 24, 32, 9, 12
14, 22, 10, 21, 15, 19
27, 11

4
13
402
140

27,
27,
27,
27,
27,

3
161
6
2
6

1, 10, 28, 37, 34
1, 32, 10
32, 16, 1
18, 1, 32, 39, 38
1, 7, 32, 20, 37

Appendix E. Top 3 Papers for Selected Years – SIGIR
Year
1980

Top Papers
L. C. Smith, ‘Memex’ as an image of potentiality in information retrieval research and development
R. C. Schank, J. L. Kolodner, G. DeJong, Conceptual information retrieval
C. D. Hafner, Representation of knowledge in a legal information retrieval system

1985

M. D. Gordon, A Learning Algorithm Applied to Document Redescription

15

Topics
21, 1, 25, 3, 19,
30
4, 5, 1, 42, 30,
19
5, 12, 27, 31, 42,
19
26, 3, 19, 5, 1

Citations
3
27
8
2
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D. M. Arnow, A. M. Tenenbaum, C. Wu, P-Trees: Storage Efficient Multiway Trees

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010
2015

23, 11, 36, 13,
43, 10
T. Ito, C. T. Yu, Optimization of a Hierarchical File Organization for Spelling Correction
22, 43, 13, 41, 6
E. A. Fox, Qi Fan Chen, A. M. Daoud, L. S. Heath, Order Preserving Minimal Perfect Hash Functions and Information Retrieval 10, 36, 3, 13, 23,
5
A. Bookstein, Sh. T. Klein, Construction of Optimal Graphs for Bit-Vector Compression
13, 10, 42, 34, 3,
23
C. Stanfill, Partitioned Posting Files: A Parallel Inverted File Structure for Information Retrieval
13, 43, 20, 36, 3,
41
H. Schütze, D. A. Hull, J. O. Pedersen, A Comparison of Classifiers and Document Representations for the Routing Problem
26, 37, 29, 20, 3,
42
J. Allan, Relevance Feedback With Too Much Data
26, 28, 43, 42, 3,
41
C. Buckley, G. Salton, Optimization of Relevance Feedback Weights
26, 3, 41
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